Abstract. Different sets of conditions for an estimate of the form * -'"«¿«i«.» «c max »r vr+i)n¿ ,n i °°x I'
By II we denote a set of subdivisions, and we put \[h = {it G U: \n\ < ft}. If r, k, II are suitably chosen, then a typical error estimate for an approximate solution.}'" calculated by some projection method reads as follows: There are ft > 0, C < °° such that yn is well defined for all y € C+lia, b) and all ir G Uh, and
(1.2) to-y"hmía,>)<c¡*rw'+1HLmítl>br
Such results have been obtained by de Boor-Swartz [3] for collocation methods and by Wheeler [8] , Douglas-Dupont-Wahlbin [4] for Galerkin methods. The corresponding multidimensional results are due to Scott [7] and Nitsche [6] .
The exponent r + 1 of \tt\ in (1.2) is best possible. This follows from the fact that the estimate with C independent of tt, y is optimal as far as the exponent of \ir\ is concerned. However, it has been shown by de Boor [1] that the sharper estimate holds with C independent of it, y, if either r > 2k + 1 or the mesh ratio hjhj, \i -/| < 1 remains bounded. This estimate makes sure that local refinement of it at points where y(r+1) is large reduces the overall error. Thus it would be highly desirable to sharpen the estimate (1.2) in a corresponding fashion, i.e. to prove that we can replace (1.2) by (1. 4) liy-^II^^^Cmaxftr1!^1^^.).
For the Galerkin method, (1.4) follows easily from the work of Wheeler [8] in the case m = 1, k = 0. We will obtain (1.4) for arbitrary m, r> 2m -\,k = m -\.
For r > 2m -I, k > m -I; v/e will prove (1.4) under some mild assumptions on II which are satisfied e.g. for the highly nonuniform family of subdivisions of [0, 1] given by x¡ = (í/n)a, i = 0, . . . , n with a > 1 arbitrarily large. This proof will be based on estimates in weighted Sobolev spaces as used in Natterer [5] and Nitsche [6] in connection with Loe-estimates for the finite element method.
The estimate (1.4) follows immediately from (1.3) if the projection method is quasi-optimal in L",ia, b), i.e. if there is a constant C independent of it, y such that Unfortunately, there are many quite reasonable projection methods which are not quasi-optimal in Z."(a, b). We therefore introduce in Section 2 a weaker condition, called local optimality, which still implies (1.4). In Sections 3 and 4 we give different sets of conditions for the local optimality of the Galerkin method. We will show by an example (see Section 2) that, in general, collocation fails to be locally optimal. This matches with the fact that the best estimate for collocation methods obtained so far is II? -ynhM) < C maxftr « |lyC-+ '\^(I¡) + OÍ\tt\'+2) (see de Boor [2] ). We therefore feel that for highly nonuniform meshes (as needed e.g. in an adaptive code), Galerkin's method may be superior to collocation. However, the numerical experience available so far does not allow any definite conclusion. If for arbitrary f G F there is a unique y* G S* such that ^Ly" -\pnf then we take yn as an approximation to y. In that case we put P"y = yv. It is obvious that P": E -> S" is a projection. Lemma 2.1. Assume that U is locally quasi-uniform or r>2k + 1. Then the norms ||-||, ||-||j n are equivalent on Sir, k, n) uniformly for ïïêII, i.e. there is a constant C such that Vtt G n y y G Sir, k, tt) Mi,* < C1MI-Lemma 2.2. // II is locally quasi-uniform or r > 2k + 1 and if a projection method for Ly = / is locally optimal of order I <r + 1, then there are constants C < °°, ft > 0 independent of y such that Vtt Gn"Vj6
Cr+\a, b) \\y -y*\\ < C max ft-+V+1)llLoo(/(.)- The idea for the proof of the following lemma is well known and can be found e.g. in de Boor-Swartz [3] . Lemma 2.5. Assume that n is locally quasi-uniform or r> 2k + 1 and E C Cln for each tt GW. Let L = L0 + Lx and assume that (i) ¿Q1, L~x are defined on F, (ii) There is a constant C such that with K = L~¿lLx Vtt e n Vj e £ \\(Kyiv\ (/#) < C j £ b^\milA
Then, a projection method is locally optimal of order I for the operator L if this is true for LQ. Proof. Denote the projections associated with the projection method for L, L0 by P", PJ, respectively. We first show that there are constants C < °°, A > 0 such that (2.1) Vtt G n" VyCS" \\F«Ky -Ky\\ < CM \\y\l Indeed, as the projection method is locally optimal of order / for LQ, we have with suitable C < °°, ft > 0 for w e Uh (2.2) \\F«Ky -Ky\\ < C inf \\z -Ky\\, ,.
From Lemma 2.4 we see that
zes"
By assumption (ii) and Lemma 2.1 we obtain (2.4) l^l/+l!7r<C|7r¡lly||;^<C|7r||H-Now (2.2)-(2.4) combine to yield (2.1).
Consequently, the operator T: 5" -► Sn defined by T=iI + PlK)\sn possesses for |ttI < ft', ft' > 0 suitably chosen, an inverse because I + K = L^L does; and there is C < °° such that (2.5) Vtt G n" Vy G S" HP-^II < C\\y\\.
We now show that the operator Q = T~XF"0(I + A') coincides with P" for \tt\ < ft'.
Using VLqPI = VL0 and the identity P"Q(I + K)Q = Pl(I + K) which can be verified by direct calculation, we get VLQ = VI¿1 + K)Q = VLJ&I + K)Q = rL0F%(I + K) = ^nL0(I + K) = VL. ftll/ll = 3, hence an estimate of the form \\P"y\\ < Q\y\\l n with C independent of y, tt cannot hold. Thus, collocation is not locally optimal of order 1. Using a smoothing procedure, it is seen that it is not locally optimal of any order. Let / be the index defined by x < x < x;+ j. hfp.l(x)<(hll(x-x)y <e2 if |i-/|>/.
If |i -j\ < /, then ft,. < C'ft, with C independent of /, ¡, /, rr because n is locally quasiuniform; hence h2p_i(x)<tK-\hilhjfi <(C'/*)2.
The lemma follows by choosing K = C'/e. Lemma 4.2. // n satisfies (4.1) and is locally quasi-uniform, then for each a there are positive constants K, C such that with p = Kh, Vît e n Vi max pa(x)/min pa(x) < C. where l\ is the union ofI¡ and at most t adjacent intervals.
Proof. The inequality follows immediately from Lemma 2.4 if g e//r+1(a, b).
The case considered here requires some extra work. Approximating g<-k + 1^ by w G Sir -k -1, -1, tt) and solving t/fc + ' * = w, we find u e Sir, k, n) such that The lemma follows. By Lemma 4.1 we can choose K in such a way that C(k + e) < M in this inequality.
Applying the inequality |aft| < ôa2/2 + ft2/(2ô) in an appropriate manner completes the proof. The result follows by Lemma 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The above estimates in weighted ¿2-norms are shifted to the uniform norm by means of the obvious inequalities pa(x)((nu)(x))2 <ChJirou\20iaJ. <Ch2m-l\Plu\2>a_mj.
<chfm~lr0u\ia.m.
